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STATE COLLEGE AT BRIDGEWATER

Vol. XLI No.9

Coming Events

May 3, 1967

CAMPUS CANVASSED FOR FESTIVAL

MAY
3 8:30 Visual Arts Club - Rotunda
Cake Sale
2:00 Tennis - RIC (H)
3 :00 Baseball - SMTI (A)
7:00 WRA Activity night - Gym
4 ACE FINAL ELECTIONS
DSA FINAL ELECTIONS
8: 15 Drama Club:
"The Browning Version"
"The Sausage Maker"
5 Sophomore class FINAL ELECTIONS
1:00 Golf (A)
7:00 Modern Dance-Quadrangle
6 Alumni Day

1:30 Baseball - New Haven (H)
2:00 Tennis SMTI (A)
8:00 Glee Club Concert - Aud.
7 10:00 Newman Club Coffee HourNewman Center
3:00 Charles Foth Memorial
Concert - Aud.
Aquabrytes - Pool
8 8:00 Kappa Delta Pi - Rotunda
cake sale
9:00 Coffee Hour - Tilly
2:00 Tennis - Quinnipiac (A)
9 10:00 DSA - Variety Show-Aud.
1:00 Golf (A)
3:00 Baseball - SMTI (A)
6:00 Christian Fellowship Banquet
10 Freshman Primaries
3:00 Baseball - Boston (H)
2:00 Tennis - SMTI (li)
7:00 PEM Meeting - Gym
8:00 IRC Film - SCi. Lect.
11 U.S. Army - Rotunda
6:15, WRA Banguet - Dining Hall
12 Freshman Final Elections
1 :30 Golf (A)
3 ;00 Baseball - Lowell (A)
_';',a" Q,QQ .. ita, . dR'1C&"~ - Gym
2:00 Baseball - Plymouth (A)
2:00 Tennis - RIC (A)
15 1 :00 Golf (A)
8:00 Christian Fellowship-Music
CF Center
16 10:00 Herodotus Election-Finals
Rm. 27
10:00 Christian
FellowshipSpeaker Dero. Rm.
17 1:30 Golf (H)
3:00 Baseball - Salem (H)
2:00 Tennis - Salem (H)
6:00 Town-College Meeting
7:15 Herodotus Lecture-Tilly
18 3:00 Baseball - Stonehill (A)
ACE Banquet
6:30 M.A.A. Banquet-Dining Hall
19 3:00 Baseball - Stonehill (A)
7 :30 Christian
FellowshipSpeaker CF Center

CHAPBOOK Sets

F'all Deadline
Chapbook 1967 has beenpubUshed,
and the '68 staff is already making
plans for next year's editions of
Bridgewater's literary magazine.
The staff will try to publish two
issues of Chapbook, one before
Thanksgiving, and one in the spring.
This is just part of the plans for
the revision of the magazine.
Along with the new concept of two
issues, there will be a new summer
deadline. Entries for the fall edition of Chapbook may be submitted
in the EngUsh office until June
first.
Until August first, entries
may be submitted by mail to the
Chapbook mail box (address to Chapbook, c/o State College, Bridgewater, Mass. 02324).
The rilles for these entries will
be aVailable by May 8. Look for
theml
All students of all majors
are invited to enter poetry, short
stories, non-fiction, and art.
The staff for Chapbook 1968 include Diane Lindstrom, Ed! tor-inChIef, and Peggy Pruitt, SecretaryTreasurer.
Entries from the 1967 Chapbook
that were not printed may be picked
up in the English Office on top of
the Chapbook filing Cabinet.

Many Paintings will be featured in the Upcoming Festival
The Visual Arts Club will be
sponsoring the Festival of Arts on
May 4, 5, 6, and 7 in front of
Boyden Hall on the upper quadrangle.
Local art associations, artists, and
craftsmen have submitted their
works which include paintings,
sculpture,
ceramics,
jewelry,
metalcraft, and weaving.
The exhibits will be in tents, with
a separate tent for the following
demonstrators:
Frances Felten, pewtersmith, is
a member of the American Craftsmen's Council, the Society of Connecticut Craftsmen, the Boston
Society of Arts and Crafts, and the
American Pewter Guild. She has
attended st. Lawrence University.
Columbia UniverSity, and is agraduate of Pratt Insitute. Her work is
w~U. k,PPWIl intheEMt and has been
T~t1e acting' museums throughout the
U.S. and in the Paris Exposition of
1937. She has received awards in
state, national, and international
exhibitions.
Miss Felten has examples in the permanent collection
of the Museum of Modern Art.
Donald Andrick, enameler, is a
member of
the
Massachusetts
Association of Craftsmen and the
Concord Art Association. Mr. Andrick is the department head and
enameling instructor at the Craft
Center, Worcester. He is studying
at Clark UniverSity and writing
articles for the National Ceramic
Monthly magazine.
Klara Cherepov, weaver, is a
graduate from the State Professional
School in Germany.
She began
weaving after graduation, eventually
to have 32 looms in operation.
Gary Goodridge, expert in pottery, received his B.S. degree from
the University of New Hampshire.
He is teaching at the Nashua Arts
and Crafts and Exeter Art Centers,
in addition to producing pottery for
sale in the shops of the League of
New Hampshire Arts and Crafts
and various other shops throughout
New England.
.
Miriam Isherwood, pewtersmith,

received her bachelor and master's
degrees from Rhode Island College
Island School of Design. Her work
has received local, regional. and
national recognition including the
purchase award at the Slater
Museum.

Ghe'on and ''The Browning Version"
by Terrance Rattigan.
Friday, May 5, the Modern
Dance Club under the direction of
Professor Ann Coakley will present
a program with the numbers "Backstreet," "Death of the Individual,"
"das schwert," and "Transfer of
Elaine Koretsky, wood craftsman,
Feeling.' ,
is a graduate of Cornell UniverSity
Saturday May 6th, The Glee Club
and has studied furniture construcdirected by George Pelletier will
tion and design at the Craft Center
present selections by the womens'
and Haystack Mountain School. Her
glee club, the chorale, the madriwork has been included in exhibigalists and the combined clubs.
tions at the DeCordova Museum,
Sunday. May 7, the Aquabrytes,
the
Smithsonian Institute, the
under the direction of Marjorie
Museum of Contemporary Crafts,
Ruger. will have a program includN.Y., the Worcester Art Museum,
ing the number: "Jeweled IdolS,"
and the World's Fair, N.Y., 1965.
"Aladdin'S Lamp," and "Pearls."
She maintains her own workshop in
On Sunday. also ,minstrels from
Brookline, Mass.
the Drama Club will entertain guests
Robinson Murray. painter, is a
of the festival with old and new
graduate of Harvard. He also atsongs. Dressed in the costume of
tended the Vesper George School
the 14th and 15th centuries, the
of Art. In 1930 he moved with his
student minstrels will wander from
area to area,
family to Paris where he worked as
director of an advertising agency.
At 3 p.~ on Sunday, the Charles
Since his return to New York he has
Foth Memorial Concert will be given
devoted himself to painting which
by FranciS Yates. The State College
Community Orchestra will be under
is abstract and non-figurative. Mr.
the direction of Prof. Vincent H.
Murray has had one man shows in
Gannon with Elaine Karcher as vioNew York and Boston.
linist.
This festival is the product of the
The Burnell School demonstraeflort of the following people and
tions will be under the direction of
their committees: Professor Doris
Dr. Robert A. Daniel, Art DepartE. Tebbetts, Chairman of the Art
ment, Supervisor of Art at Burnell.
Department; Gail Gilbert, PresiThe demonstrations include;
Print Making - Mr. Gamson - Grade 1 dent; Patricia Papile and Claire
Hamel, Vice-Presidents; Janice
Papier Mache - Miss Joyce - Grade 2
Martin, Secretary; and Linda Brown,
Painting- Mrs. Wood- Grade 2
Sand Casting - Miss Maken - Grade 3
Treasurer.
Aluminum Foil Embossing - Mrs.
Poe'Sepp - Grade 3
Festival Committee Chairman
Impasto Painting- Mrs. Doyle - Gr. 4
Program
Nancy Suoto
Leather Tooling - Miss Hulsman Demonstrations
Gail Dawson
Grade 4
Mary Morin
Plaster Craft - Mr. Menice - Gr. 4
Exhibitions
Janice Martin
Finance
Jo-Ann Dube
Special events will be produced
Entertainment
Claire Hamel
by various clubs of the college:
Publicity
Sandra Murch
Thursday. May 4, the 'Drama
Gail Gilbert and Gayle Enella are
Club under the direction of Dr.
the co-chairmen of the entire festiKarin DuBin will present two one
act plays, I'The Interludel/ by Henri
val.

Science and Math Win,Grant
Dr. Adrian Rondileau, President
of Bridgewater State College, announced that a $17,700 grant from
the National Science Foundation has
been awarded to the Division of
Science and Mathematics.
This
grant is for support of an' 'In-Service Institute for Secondary School
Teachers for 1967-1968." It is the
second consecutive year that such
an institute has been supported by
the National Science Foundation.
The program as desoribed by Dr.
Frank J. Hilierty, Director of the
Division of Science and MathematiCS, will involve seventy-five (75)
secondary school teachers; twentyfive (25) each in biology-chemistry,
earth science, and mathematics.
Courses to be offered are "Modern
Organic Chemistry and Biochemistry," Dr. Wllmon B. Chipman.
Associate Pro·fessor of Chemistry

and Chairman of the department;
"Investigating the Earth-Earth Science Curriculum Project," Dr.
Robert Boutilier, Assistant Professor of Earth Science, course
coordinator;
"Abstract Algebra
and Linear Algebra," Prof. Joseph
B. Chiccarelli, Associate Professor
of Mathematics and Chairman of
the Department.
The Institute meetings will be
held on thirty (30) Thursday evenings from 4:15 to 7 :00 P.rn. during
the academic year 1967-1968. All
secondary school teachers in these
academic areas who are within
traveling distance of Bridgewater
are eligible to apply. Under terms
of the grant, tuition is waived and
traveling expen~es are provided for
the participants.
ProfeS,sor Joseph B. Chiccarelli
will be the Director of the Institute.

uC~am.l.on"

Is Born

Under the direction of Angus Bailey, the Fall River Little Theatre
Group will pel'form Edward Albee's
"The Zoo stOl'Y" at the Chameleon
Coffee House, Friday, May 5, at
8:15 p.m. in the Methodist Hall
(behind the Ad Building). Admission price will be fifty cents for
non-members and twenty-five cents
for members.
Coffee and donuts
will be served.
SCA has accepted the Chameleon
as an official on-campus organiza,tion.
The officers of the coffee
house are: Karl P. Crowell. Chairman of Board of Directors; Luci
Mansfield, Program Director; Rita
Gal ateros, Treasurer; SUe Biggart,
Secretary; Dick Yrukus, Publicity
Director~ and Professor Vincent
Gannon and Professor Robert Coler,
Faculty Advisors. Membership can
be obtained by a $3.00 annual donation.

British Students
Explore BSC
Bridgewater State College played
host from April 6 to April 12 to a
group of prospective teachers from
London. The young people are from
the College of Saint Mark and Saint
John, Chelsea, Saint Gabriel'S in
Camberwell, and Bedford College
of Physical Education, Bedford.
The group arrived in Boston on
March 22, and were guests in the
homes of teachers in the Boston
area.
They then moved on to
Fitchburg State College, and from
there to BSC. From Bridgewater
they went back to England, to finish
their 3-week Easter vacation, and
then return to school.
The nine students were: Brian
K;earslake, DaviS Stemp, Roger Axford, Steven Trew, Mark Philpot,
Roger Reid, Elizabeth Rodman, Jill
Cooper, and Glynis Hullah, They
are all between 19 and 22 years old.
Their basic purpose was to find
out about the educational system in
the United States and to see parts
of eastern United States. This is
under the jurisdiction of the AngloAmerican Intercultural Society.
The visitors were impressed by
the differences in size and numbers
of students in public school classes
and in the colleges. They were also
surprised at the wide use of new
media and technology in the schools,
especially in the new schools, which
they visited.
Because money is not made as
readily available for education in
England as it is here, there is not
the availability of educational equipment and materials that they found
in our areas. In some instances
they did find that classes were
taught quite similarl.ly to those in
England, basically lecture and demonstration.

Plays Enhance
Festival of Arts
During the forthcoming Arts Festival, the Drama Club will present
two one act plays: "The Sausage
Maker's Interlude," a comedy by
Henri Gheon about a greedy sausage
maker who stuffs three children
into a sausage machine and what
comes out of that; and "The Browning Version," a drama by Terrance
Rattigan about a good boy who plays
a "dirty trick" on a teacher. Both
plays will be under the direction of
Dr. Karin DuBin.
In the "Interlude" Paul Herlich
will play Creon, the sausage maker,
and Elinor Curtin will be his wife,
Celesta. The rest of the cast will
include Michael Homer as Nicholas,
the Bishop, James Moore as the
Devil, Lyn Baldwin as the Property
Girl, Donna Emerson, Kathy Camara, and Kevin Harrington as the
children, June Liberman and David
Souza as the Lady and the Gentleman (respectively), Jon Cuccinato
and Elaine Conger as the Minstrels,
Valeria Enos as the Dancer, Arthur
Hackett as the Barker, Connie Perkins as the Acrobat, and others.
The cast for the "Version" will
consist of William West as John
Taplow, student; John Winslow as
Frank Hunter, Teacher; Bruce Taylor as Andrew Crocker-Harris,
Teacher; JoAnne Diotalevi as MilUe
Crocker-HarriS, his Wife; Burton
Alho as Dr. Frobisher, Headmaster;
Herbert Ward as Peter Gilbert,
Teacher; and Willa Jo Carroll as
Mrs. Gilbert.
On the production staff are listed
the following: Mr. George Terhun.e,
Faculty Technical Director; Kathy
Camara, Student Director; Kathy
Cotter, Chairman of Properties;
Bernice Savoie, Chairman of publicity; June Liberman, Chairman
of Costumes; Raymond McLeod,
Chairman of Make Up; and James
Moore, Chairman of Scenery.
Professor Vincent H. Gannon will
be Music Advisor.
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EDITORIAL

CHAPBOOK Offers

Is There Value In Quizling?
Professors, who do you want to graduate from this college? Quiz-kids?
Or self-disciplined seekers (and imparters) of lmowledge?
Professors have offered t\vo seemingly commendable apologies for the
practice of quizzing: it "encourages" students to come to class; it helps
students to raise their grades. And as we all know, the primary concern
of all good "students" is to raise their grades•..
Let us examine the first apologia. What else, other than true enlightenment, competent instruction, or at very least, entertainment, should, with
all due regard for real dignity and self-respect, compel an honest student
to COIlle to classes? Quizzing - defined as a mere test (by measurement
of the quantity of factual material that the student can quickly recall) of the
student's compliance with the schedule of assigned reading - is a snub,
however unintentional, to the intelligence of every college student, - as
well as waste of valuable class time. The Time and Place for quizzing is
5:30 Sunday evening, "College Bowl." Yet how many professors, excellent professors, employ the quiz... WHY?
Evidently these professors believe that there is plenty of time for the
students who haven't vet learned self-discipline to learn it, and in the mean
time. these students' may as well be prodded to learn something. But, is
there plenty of time? Are we and our professors consorting, however innocently, to place the future in Double Jeopardy? If an individual student
does not develop self-discipline now, will he, five, ten years from now?
And will the elementary, junior high, or high school students that this
individual will stand before, one, two, three, four years from now, ever
receive the benefits of a prepared lecture? Principals. generally, do not
administer weekly quizzes to their staffs.
The second apologia (quizzes help students to raise their grades) is untenable; if good grades are to represent more than just a lucky play of the
numbers game. Grades should be earned, not raised, by continuous, not
sporadiC, application of the mind to gain an understanding of the essence,
not regurgitation of the trappings. of a particular course.

Open Letter To A Considerate Thief
Dear Young Man,

Varied Talent
by Peggy Chiulli
The 1967 CH...-\'PBOOK. released last
week is interesting: neither devastatingly good, nor devastatingly
poor.
Individually, there were more than
just interesting offerings.
Orin
Holmes'
"Please Dooley,'
and
"Nothing to Say," are especially
disturbing· in our college draftexempt (sometim"~s) atmosphere.
"The Return." by Nancy Paige,
complements the view of war and
psychological devastation.
In a brighter vein, Maureen
Condon offers her "Memoirs of a
Woman of Pleasure, or My Thirteenth Year - written by me at
Fourteen." Girls will recognize
the amusing story of a grammar
school crush as realistically thirteen. A less happy, but nevertheless effective story is one of a child
"highwayman," by Bruce Taylor;
"Just Like a Game."
"Straw Flowers" by Richard S.
Tripp, and "To Go Alone," by June
Liberman, are glimpses into the
crises of a lonely old woman, and
a lonely little girl.
In poetry, "That Which is Why
Somewhere," by Paul Rump is notable not only for its strength, but
for rhyme, which appears only occasionally in the student poetry of
CHAPBOOK.
The poems of b.e. taylor were
disturbing, if only for the fact that
the reader despairs of solving them.
Generally, CHAPBOOK was interesting.
Perhaps an increase in
originali ty, poetic conventions, and
submittors would increase student
interest and over-all quality.

May 3, 1961

Students Initiate New Courses
Williamstown, Mass.-{I.P.) - A
new course in political science conceived and planned entirely by students is being offered in the current spring semester at Williams
College.
Called "Revolution and
Social Transformation," the course,
approved by the faculty, is an honors
seminar dealing with revolutionary
theory and contemporary analysis
of "the great social transformation
of our time." Students selected the
list of required reading and have
the major role in conducting discussions.
The course has a faculty instructor, Assistant Professor Jerome B.
King. se'rving largely as a moderator for the discussions but having
the responsibility for final marks
and grading of a required term
paper.
His permission was the
prerequisite for those wishing to
take the course. which is limited to
15 students. Faculty members in
various deparments are invited by
the students to contribute to discussions when topics relate to their
special interests. Professors from
other colleges are also invited to
participate.
Twelve Williams men, mainly
honors students majoring in political
science, plus two Bennington College girls. made up the group that
created the new course. (One of the
Bennington students is the wife of
one of the Williams men; the other
is the fiancee of another).
"At first we were thinking of
organizing an extra-curricular
seminar," said Anthony T. Kronman,
a junior political science major

My faith in this generation of
teenagers has not been destroyed
in the least by this experience since
Thank you kindly for leaving my
you are only 1/2000 of the student
pocketbook and wallet containing my
body and you do not repre sent them.
identification cards. license, perOn the whole, I have found them to
sonal family pictures; and car keys
be conscientious, friendly, kind, and
in the Men's wash room at the
conSiderate, and I am proud to be
Science Building on the campus,
associated with them.
after you had removed a large sum
by Maureen Condon
If you looked at my pictures you
of' money from the wallet, Friday,
would see that my husband has fought
April 7. I appreciate the fact that
in two wars and that my son is in
The latest of the series of Earth
you did not destroy my pictures
the Army Green Beret. ParadoxiScience Lectures began and ended
because they were of great sentically, you are being deferred as a
with a brief wrestling bout between
mental value to me. and the other
by Richard Rosenberg
college student to teach his son. A
the guest speaker, Dr. H. Moss, and
things would have taken a lot of
BSC's Professor, Dr. Emanuel
soldier who risks his life daily for
Scientists have worked throughout
time and money to replace.
Maier. No, the professors did~not
you deserves a special kind of
the centuries on various experihasUe over opposing views on. the
teacher for his son. A teacher who
ments and have made numerous dis"Glaciation of the Rocky Mounis trustworthy, one whose integrity
coveries.
The results of their
tains," topic of the evening ••.
is above reproach, a teacher who
findings have often caused heated
will provide a superior example of
arguments and debates. We are in
After the first round, Dr. Moss
~~_mo~~~~~.~~~ft~~~~~~l;e~a~d~eir~s~h~~~fi~~~~h~iis~s;o~n;·~_ _ft~r~ ~mW~~~rl~oo~~~~s
~~~ ~~Me, ~his~~
pre
ow~
0
'Hi oU:,?'''1tmes(-oIm· of tHe mo:st:"''"'''pi''bjMeor,''''t"rj~''F1lrs'e!rWyoming, the
son for the theft, I can only assume
bother you, you can always mail me
vehement of these quarrels is over
semi-arid site of a formerly conthat you are in grave personal
the mon~y you stole, when you are
Birth Control. This article doesn't
troversial archeological find: indian
psychological trouble, and I hope
working next summer, and I will
concern itself with the rightness and
artifacts, supposedly 35,000 years
that you will seek help for your
conSider it a loan.
wrongness of birth control but only
old.
He proceeded to reveal the
problems through the proper chanYours very truly;
asks that people face the fact that
imaginative techniques he and his
nels before you consider teaching
Priscilla Alden Draffone
the problem exists and some soluassociates employed in estimating
the young people in the public school
P. O. Box 164
tion must be reached..
and verifying the date for the site,
system.
Manomet, Mass. 02345
Recently we have seen three
8.000 years old. First, they had to
events that have shown the archaic
find the site; all maps of it were
belief that if you don't face up to a
practically useless as the sand dunes
problem it Will disappear. Approxihad shifted since the map was made.
mately two weeks ago at Boston
At this point brawn and shovels
EXECUTIVE EDITOR-DALE ERICKSON
University, a gentleman from New
came to the aid of imagination.
York. William Baird, was arrested
Where would you dig if you were
ADVISORY EDITOR--Maureen Condon
for lecturing on birth control and
looking for 35,000 year old artidistributing birth control devices to
facts?
ASSOC. NEWS ED.-Jim Fonseca
NEWS EDITOR-Donna Daley
the students. He was charged with
After they found the artifacts and
breaking· a Massachusetts law that
ASSOC. FEATURE ED.-Cheryl Faris
FEATURE EDITOR-Peggy Chiulli
sampled the underlying strata, they
only a doctor can give birth control
had to trace it to an identtfiable
advice and that advice only can be
REWRITE EDITOR-Helen Murray
source.
For twenty miles they
given to married people.
traveled - the delicate equipment
REPORTERS
The next week Mr. Baird was inon horseback, the geologists on foot,
volved in a second controversy; he
- up from the dessert, past the
Carlene Carroll, Willa Jo Carroll, Carole Cornish, Lin Curtain, Rosemarie Guasconi, Anne·
was invited by the editors of a studtimber line of the Wyoming Rockies
ent magazine to speak at Boston
Grossi, Diane MacKenzie, Mike Maguire, Joe O'Sullivan, Peggy Pruitt, Paul Rump.
to their ~dentifiable source, an outCollege. They issued this invitation
crop of the strata, which proved to
over the objections of the school
LAYOUT EDITOR-Christine Hathaway
ASSOC. LAYOUT ED.-Bren Mullin
be part of the terminal moraine,
administration. He discussed the
which was left by the retreat of
issues in front of a capacity crowd
PAGE EDITORS
the last glaCier, 13,000 years ago.
in the office of the magazine; the
Thus they established the maximum
only sad part is that the five studJackie Laubner, Julie Melvin, Shiela Donahue, Maureen Griffin
age for the site of the artifacts as
ents who invited him are now faCing.
13,000 years.
SPORTS EDITOR-Karl Crowell
disciplinary probation and conceivably
even
suspension
from
school
Dr. Moss and his associates then
SPORTS STAFF
for this action. The third example
judging the position of the artifacts
is the CatholiC University priest and
Chris Brady, Carmen Guarino, Jim Pappas
in relation to the underlying strata
professor of theology who questioned
took an educated guess that the date
the Catholic Church's position on
PHOTOGRAPHY EDITOR-Tom Perry
of the artifacts would be8,000years
birth control and other matters of
old. Several years later this was
PHOTOGRAPH ER-Diane Lindstrom
faith; he was rewarded for this
verified by radioactive dating, the
unorthodox stand by being released
exact date being 8.700 years old.
ARTISTS
from his position without being told
why
he
was
dismissed.
This
action
After the lecture. the wrestling
Paul Costa, Cheryl FariS, Janet LeBlanc
aroused the anger of his fellow promatch was resumed, and ended in a
fessors and students who retaliated
draw. What was the friendly bout
TYPISTS
against this ac~ion by refUSing to
all about? Dr. Moss is a professor
attend classes. He was reinstated
at Franklin and Marshall College,
Jean Cushman, Dick Gonsalves
because of this action; this was a
famous for its wrestling team: Dr.
triumph for free speech but yet
Maier is a former wrestling champ.
BUSIN ESS MANAGER-Jerry Bertrand
nothing was done to solve the probIt's their way of shaking hands.
lem at hand.
CIRCULATION MANAGER-Mary Sue McLaughlin
In all of the above cases those
that crossed the line, which the
CIRCULATION STAFF
PLYMOUTH-HOME
churches and state s have set up were
Jean Murphy, Rita Galateros
quicldy stopped and dealt with. This
NATIONAL.BANK
breaoh in the right of free speech
FACULTY ADVISOR-Benjamin A. Spence
"On the Square· In the Square"
cannot be considered justified no

Wrestling Match
Sparks Lecture

BIRTH CONTROL:
A Hushed Problem

LAYOUT ADVISOR-~hirley Wood

CHECKING ACCOUNTS AVAILABLE

(Continued to Page 4, Column 1)

from Santa MOnica, Cal., "but then
we decided to try to get the course
approved for regular credit. We
were concerned with the subject of
revolution because we feel it is the
most pressing political problem today.
"Particularly in undeveloped nations it has tremendous implications
for what happens to this country.
We have learned bits and snatches
about revolutionary development and
philosophy in various courses but
we felt the subject needed sustained
examination.
"In organizing the course we consulted with faculty members, both
inside and outside the Political
Science Department. We were encouraged by the department's eagerness to see studentparticipationand
experiment. I was surprised at how
readily the whole faculty accepted
the course."
(At Williams new
courses must be approved by a vote
of the entire faculty.)
The idea of a stUdent-created
course was stimulated by interest
in the new curriculum at Williams
which will begin next fall.
The
school year will be divided into two,
four-course semesters in the fall
and spring, with an intensive onecourse "Winter Study Program" in
between. The latter concept, which
stresses independent scholarship.
"has emphasized student initiative
on campus," according to Kronman.
"With the stimulus of the Winter
Study Program and the acceptance
of this course, other courses will
probably be proposed by students in
the future," he predicted. "I am
convinced that student participation
in course programming leads to a
closer union of not only students and
faculty, but students and course
material. We are all very excited
about it."
The list of required reading for
the course includes "The Human
Condition" and "On Revolution" by
Hannah Arendt; Herbert Marchuse's
"On Reason and Revolution"; selected writings by Karl Marx including his "German Ideology;"
Lenin'S "What's to be Done;"
Ghandi's "Non-Violent Resistance;"
"The Political Thought of Mao Tse
Tung" plus his complete military
writings; Edgar Snow's "Red Star
Over China;" Franz Schurmann's
"Ideology and Organization in Com~
minist China;" Myrdahl's "A Report From a Chinese Village;" and
Andre Malreaux's "Man's Fate."
The students intend to use Red
China as a case history, making it a
basis for comparison with other
theories of revolution. The ideas
of Mao Tse Tung will be contrasted
with those of Lenin and Ghandl, for
example. Members of the Political
Science Department were "very enthusiastic" about the Course and
gave it unanimous backing. They
were impressed with the "integrity
and clarity" of the student proposal,
according to one member.

Liberalism - Yes
Literacy - No
by Maureen Condon
"ENTERTAINMENT AND ENLIGHTENMENT . . • HOPEFULLY
THROUGH THIS MAGAZINE WE
WILL ATTAIN THESE ENDS," So
sayeth the Brotherhood of Alpha
Upsilon in their statement of purpose for "Collage;' and throughout
"Collage. ' ,
The spelling was both entertain_
ing and 'enlightening.'
ARK's cartoon sequence on col....
lege education as brainwaShing,
while not entirely accurate, was
mildly amUSing, it being Spring
quarter.
As for the rest of his
cartoons, we humbly offer this advice, trite and true: "Back to the
drawing board!"
The author of "Causus Riotosl"
attempted to be folksy, but succeeded in being merely illiterate
On the hopeful side:
Robert
Verge's interview of Professor Clay
L. Greene (Sociology Dept.) on the
topic of racial prejudice. We hope
more interviews of BSC Faculty will
be forthcoming.
Although rather sweeping in its
generalities, and rather tottering
in its lOgic, "Collage's" editorial
"Lets Take A Look," has done ~
service to the college by raising
the issue:
Are the criteria and
methods for the grading of student
teachers practical and fair?
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Presidellt

Junior, elementary major; fresh:man class president, ASGpresident:
Thomas Perry, 1968 SCAPresldent,
has experience and ambition. He
has the experience to know what the
school and the SCA need, and the
ambition to feel he can provide it.
The biggest problems he sees
concern administration-SCA-student communications, student partiCipation and interest, and the lack
of strong directive leadership within the SCA. By providing the last,
be may alleviate the first two. And
by reviving some forgotten SCA
groups, such as the President's
Cabinet and the Social Activities
Committee. he may achieve more
effective and direct delegation of
responsibility.
An SCA newsletter; and general
expansion of services are among
the ideas Tom is developing. Under
his guidance, the SCA just might
become what it should become.

Treasurer

Alfred Benbenek, junior math
major, is next year's SCA treasurer.
His home town is North Dartmouth,
and he lives in the men's dorm,
Among the duties of the treasurer
are collection of SCA dues, and
lteeping the books.
Al feels that the SCA is notworking up to full capacity, yet it does
not have student support. He does
think that it is getting increasingly
more support though.
With the
growing population on campus, there
is more involvement of the onoampus students. He also feels that
the SCA money is not being used to
its full potential. He is in favor of
the free SCA weekend and a general
&.ctivity fund.

Packard Winds Up Assemblies

by Cheryl Faris
gadgets that are making our society
Can one forgive and forget in a
computerized SOCiety? Can freedom
a "naked" one followed. A briefexist under the rule of a memory
case that has a microphone, a
camera that drills holes through
bank? Should we allow James Bond
walls, sniperscopes to see in the
to continue threatening personal
dark, and remote-control telephone
property? "No!" said the lecturer.
"We must have privacy for uniquemonitors are all being used to enter
ness, self-assurance, and liberty of
into the privacy of others' lives.
self and society,"
A second, even more universal,
The speaker was Vance Packard,
major threat was discussed by Mr.
noted social commentator and author
Packard: the growing use of the
of several best-selling books. He
memory banks, the computerized
was at Bridgewater on April 11, at
records used by the federal governthe last of the Third Hour Assembly
ment, for the Department of Internal
Programs, and his warnings and
Revenue and other offices. These
prohecies were both repellent and
computers hold and keep all inforfascinating.
mation and records. Personal hisHe called the invasion of privacy
tories and family histories are all
"the most threatening socialforce"
there. Once something wrong has
in America, and said that singly,
been done, once a mistake has been
electric eyes and hidden micromade, it is in one of these memory
phones are justified by their users
banks for ever.
They do not -Robert Smith, SCA vice-presiShe thinks of the SCA as effecas necessary for "efficiency, order,
can not -- allow for extenuating or
dent, is the one who will assist the
tive, and commends it for being
practicality' '--but that collectively,
unusual circumstances, or take apresident, and take over when the
stronger than most school governthey form a "massive infringement
tonement into consideration. If the
president is out teaching. Another
ments. She's a junior elementary
against our right to lead our own
use of these memory banks is conjunior elementary major, a Kappa
major, who comes from Somerville
tinued and expanded, declared Mr.
lives. "
Delta Phi Brother, and a commuter
but now lives in Tillinghast. She's
Mr.
Packard cited several
Packard, "the Judea-Christian idea
from Norton, Bob knows enough
Lois Hannon, newly-elected secrereasons for the growth of this huge,
of forgiveness and redemption will
about the school and the SCA to
tary of the SCA.
impersonal scrutiny, including the
become just a memory."
know where he can work best and
Lois has been an SCA delegate for
increase in mobility. With families
Going one step past this, he menhelp most.
the past two years, and is now a stumoving from place to place so often,
tioned the enormous power of the
As vice-president, his large st
dent representative on the Library
no neighborhood _ communities de"file-keeper" to embarrass, acsingle job lies in the arrangement
Committee, and a member of the
velop, so no one can get to know and
cuse, and blacklist. George Orwell's
of the 1967-1968 school calendar.
Maxwell Literary Fund Committee.
trust a neighbor. The cold war of
1984 was ruled by Big Brother, and
This consists of programming and
Her role in the SCA includes takthe past two decades has opened new
that date is only 17 years away. Is
fitting together the schedules from
ing minutes, serving on the Execususpicions, and now credit and init pOSSible, he asked, that Big Brothall the different clubs and organizative Board, and generally aiding the
surance companies are demanding
er be not a power-hungry madman,
tions, for functions, meetings, etc.
President and Vice-President. Her
knowledge of every phase of their
but rather a "relentless bureaucrat
Bob is a member of the Newsupport goes to bigger and better
clients' lives. Even James Bond is
obsessed with efficiency"?
man Club, and was one of the persocial functions on campus, with
a threat, by making duplicity and
The third great danger lies in the
formers in a topless bathing suit
greater student participation. For
subterfuge seem profitable, honorpersonal inventories used in schools
during the last Aquabryte show.
this, she advocates the "free SCAand industry. Based on psychiatry,
able, and fun.
weekend" plan, which would end
they contain questions that seem to
A description of some of the
Bridgewater students paying for all
delve farther into thoughts and opin(Continued to next column)
the events of the weekend.
Asst. Treasurer
ions than necessary. Examples of
these questions were given:
in
industrial questionnaires,
"What
Worl~
did you think of your mother? Of
your father?"; in school questionnaires, used with primary grade
On April 23, 1967, in Horace Mann
students, "Which parent do you like
Auditorium, the 1967 Massachusetts
The first Boston engagement of the
better? Are you ashamed of your
Youth Citizenship Conference was
New York City Ballet, acclaimed as
father's job?"
called to order by Chairman William
"one of the five great ballet comMr. Packard mentioned the frightSlattery, President of Herodotus
panies in the world" will be held
ening potentialities of the use of
Club. Over one hundred students,
May 9, 10, 11 at the Music Hall.
drugs, as "predicted" in Aldous
representing high school s throughDuring its three day presentation,
Huxley's BRAVE NEW WORLD.
out eastern Massachusetts, were
to be sponsored by The Cambridge
Drugs might be added to our water
welcomed by Dr. Jordan. D. Fiore,
School of Ballet, Inc., the renowned
supplies, which would result in the
Director of the Division of Social
company will show eight ballets
increased suggestability of the pubSciences. The Keynote Address was
never before shown in Boston.
Ii c,' which CO ULD'resul tin'·,-· ~'.-~"~'"
1",".=~~.....~..,,,,VJ~,;r.(~cL..bYDr.~J.J2hn_O 'Neillonthe
The-ppening night performan.ce on
whatever the imagination might desubject "Values in a Changing
May 9 will benefit The Cambridge
vise.
World". Dr. O'Neill, a graduate of
School of Ballet's Scholarship Fund.
Harvard University and Associate
Concluding a thoroughly pessiUnder the direction of Esther
Commissioner for CUrriculum and
mistic speech, Mr. Packard introBrooks, The Cambridge School
Instruction, Massachusetts Departduced a note of hope -- the eternal
introduces ballet to children from
ment of Education, spoke of the
note of hope -- the children of
underprivileged communities and
changes through which education
Sophomore history major Gerry
America.
If the children can be
offers scholarships to talented
and the United States have passed
Kelley is now the Assistant Treasurtaught the Bill of Rights, if they can
cni1dren from these areas.
and forecasted the challenges of the
er of the SCA, and in this post will
be made to understand their rights
The New York City Ballet, with
future. Following his address, the
automatically become Treasurer in
to privacy and individuality, then
its general director, Lincoln Kirstudents proceeded to their assigned
1969.
perhaps the next generation will turn
stein, and ballet master, George
classrooms. Under the direction
Although he is presently 1essthe tide of bureaucratic investigaBalanchine, according to one critic,
of student moderators of the Herodothan-idealistic about the way the
tion, of mechanical eavesdroppers,
ranks with Moscow's BolshOi,
tus Club, the college's aSSOCiation
SCA has been gOing, and about the
of hidden persuaders.
Leningrad's Kirov, the Royal Dafor history and social SCiences, the
attitude of some of the delegates,
nish, and London's Royal Ballet.
high school representatives discusshe 'feels there may be an improveMr. Balanchine is considered the
ed several questions.
These inment coming up, On his part, he
foremost Choreographer alive.
cluded
the
desirability
of
restricwants to improve communication to
The Boston premiere program
(ED. NOTE:
This column is
tions on individual freedom of conthe students about whom and why and
w111 offer a range of Mr. Balanbeing initiated to make the students
SCience, how our democratic prinwhere the SCA funds go, and to
chine's impressive variety. Over
more aware of what their governciples have evolved to the present
develop a more definite SCA purthe three-day presentation, 11 balment is doing. It will be a regular
day, what moral and ethical values
pose, and more definite fiscal planlets will be performed including
feature in all upcoming issues.)
would be needed to protec.t the
ning.
the lyrical "Serenade", a brilliant
"dignity of Man". and what example
At the last S.C.A. meeting, April
He believes, as do the other ofBalanchine-Stravinsky collaboraif any. should the United States pro25, it was decided that a tent be put
ficers, that SCA dues must go up,
tion "Agon", "Bagaku" based on a
vide the emerging nations of the
up for commencement. There will
just as a result of general increased
dance by the Imperial Japanese danworld. After the morning discussion
be no special tassels for the Dean's
costs -- inflation, college-style.
cers and "Prodigal Son" danced by
sessions had concluded a free lunch
List students or the Kappa Delta Pi
He hopes to see the SCA as a
Edward Villella.
in Tillinghast was provided all constudents this year. Each senior will
really mOving force on campus.
Appearing in Boston with the balference partiCipants. The afternoon
recei ve two tickets for under the
let company will be 55 members of
program found the college's guests
tent; all other tickets will be for
the New York City Ballet orchesagain at Horace Mann AUditorium
outside the tent. ROTC candidates
tra.
for a speech by Mr. Kenneth Shelwill be commiSSioned at graduation.
For additional information and
don, Director of the Center for
Tentative plans are being made for
tickets, contact: Cambridge School
Economic Eduoation, Boston Unia band.
ue,
Cambridge,
or
call
Box
Office:
The memo also cleared up a misverSity. The speaker indicated the
Dean Shea said that the seniors
University 4-1645.
conception that faculty members
experiences of his own childhood
will have first choice for the comwill discontinue taking attendance
and how vastly our communities and
mencement luncheon and be provided
altogether. It stated that all faculty
their values differ from those of the
with as many tickets as they wisli
members are required to call role
recent past. Essentially, Mr. Sheland then if there are any left, the
for the first five weeks of the semesThe D.S.A. has been steadily actdon spoke as an econOlllist and
seniors will invite the facultymemter.
from that viewpoint describ~d the
ing upon the suggestions given by
bers they wish to have at this lunchanges' yet to come. Perhaps the
the commuters. Already, new curThis is being done because stucheon,
most radical of these Changes intains are hanging in the women's
dents who 'Withdraw from courses
Also during the meeting, it was
lounge and the small lounge; a
cluded the disintegration of OUr state
during the first five weeks may claim
suggested that questionnaires be
and county governments. A short
quarter changer has been installed;
a partial tuition refund. In many
distribut~d concerni~ the possibilafternoon discussion period in asthe possibility of a dollar changer
ity of initiating a program that would
cases the class roll is the college's
is being investigated;
the lights
signed rooms was provided the stuallow B.S.C. students to work part
only evidence to determine Withdents to gather their reactions to
in the large commuter's room are
drawal dates.
time at a school.
speakers provided during the course
to be repaired; three new Cigarette
The Council found several disIt was also pointed out that the
of the conference. A SUmmation of
machines have been installed, one
crepancies in the Constitution pronew policy does not eliminate the
for the large lounge, one for the
the day's events was ProV1ded in
posed by the Massachusetts Students
necessity of submitting, mid-term
the plenary session in HOrace Mann
women's lounge, and one for the
ASSOCiation, and President Dan Kelgrades.
Auditorium by Mr. Rene J. Boumen's lounge: and chairs for the
liher will send a letter to the other
Commenting on the new policy,
chard, Jr., Senior SuperViSOr of the
commuter's room have also been
state colleges and junior colleges
Dean Schillinger said, "A few stuMassachusetts Bureau of Civic Eduprocured.
recommending that they give the
dents undoubtedly will abuse the
cation. The closing complimentary
document careful review.
privilege, However, I feel that the
remarks of Dr. Fiore concluded the
S.C.A. is happy to announce that
overwhelming majority of students
program which was adjOUrned shorttheir own constitution has been rely after three o'clock.
will not. Thatis whatis important."
cently brought up to date.

Vice President

Secretary

Changing
is
Conference Theme

N. Y.C. Ballet to
Open in Boston

Citizenship Is ...

DePaul Has Optional Attendance
Chicago, m.-(I.p.) - All Liberal
Arts students at De Paul University
are now able to partiCipate in the
optional class attendance program,
at tpe discretion ofiaculty members,
according to a memorandum issued
by Dean Edward J. Schillinger to all
:faculty members. The former policy
was to limit optional attendance to
:3 DO-level courses.
Because participation in the program has been left to the discretion
of faculty members, Dr. Schillinger
J;las advised the faculty to notify him
£l.S to whether or not they plan to
partiCipate in the program. He
pointed out that "a weakness in the
program is a lack of a means of
Clesignating optional attendance to
r3 t udents.
For this reason I will
put out a list of courses in which
tlnlimited absences without receiv!ng an FX grade will be permitted, "

DSA News

Nex, Deadline May 19
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SPORTS BRIEFS
- INTRAMURALS
by Karl Crowell
INTRAMURALS
Coach Peter Mazzaferro has organized an enthusiastic and highly
successful intramural program this year. Basketball, volleyball, softball and track have been included to make this intramural program
the most extensive ever.
BASKETBALL
The basketball program was run on a round robin basis with the
four top teams playing off for the championship.
The Stiffs defeated the Unknowns 54-45 in the championship game.
Dipolarto was high man for the Stiffs With 14 poin~s, and Osgood had
22 points for the losers. This is the first year in the last three that
the Jappers have not run away with the championship -- guess the guys
have gotten too old.
VOLLEYBALL
Andy Provost's Team 2 took the volleyball championship. Over
forty games were played during April in the double elimination tournament.
Coach Mazzaferro reports that over one-hundred students
participated in the tournament.
TRACK
Coach Mazzaferro reports that a track meet is planned in the near
future with events in the fifty yard dash, 100 yard dash, 220 yard dash,
shot-put, broad-jump, high-jump, pole-vault, and discus.
SOFTBALL
A softball league of nine teams has been formed and is operating on
a round robin basis. The league is made up of dormitory and independent teams.

Coach Edward SWenson has released the following names of the men
who will be recipients of varsity sweaters on Father and Son Day,
May 18, 1967, at the Father and Son Banquet. The men are:
Bob Morris
Richard Morse
Bruce Nelson
Edward O'Neil
Dave O'Shea
Ralph Robinson
Peter Rowe
Peter Silva
Dan Smith
Paul Stella
Wayne Sylvester

The following men will also receive their senior certificates:
Bronislaw Baranowski
Douglas P. Bromley
Jon Cucinatto
Kenneth F. Dalzell
Frank DeMello
RO,bert Dowd
Geoffrey M. Fanning
Larry D. Thompson

L. Peter Giovannini
Christopher B. Lee
Paul Lucius
Andrew L. McCarthy
Edward W. O'Neil
Nicholas Paone
Alan M. Strondak

--~~~~.~.~.~~~~~~

News Briefs

J. J. NEWBERRY'S

CAMPUS COMMENT extends its
congratulations to Sandra Elias.
sophomore math major, who was
chosen Miss Fall River at the
pageant there April 25.

CENTRAL SQ.

School Sup.plies

Bryant Tennis
Team Wins
The Bryant College tennis team
defeated Bridgewater here April 26.
The Bryant netman triumphed 7-2.
Singles: Sunberg (Bry) defeated
DeMello, 6-4, 6-3: Hansen (Bry)
defeated Furtado, 6-4, 6-3; Carlson
(Bry) defeated Silva, 10-8, 6-0;
Goldsmith (Bry) defeated Quadrino,
6-.3, 6-2; Coscina (Bry) defeated
Pretti, 6-4, 6-2: Bixler. (Bry) defeated Morse, 6-3, 6-1.
Doubles: Sunberg-Hansen (Bry)
defeated DeMello-Furtado, 6-2, 6-2;
Silva-Qu~drino (BSC) defeated Shopanka-Vesce, '6-4, 6-3: PrettiMorse defeated Alkorn-Zierer, 6-0,
6-3.

These are the answers to the final
installment of the Current Affairs
Test from TIME, THE WEEKLY
NEWS MAGAZINE.
1. False
2. Arkansas
3. B. Transportation
4. A. Unrestricted sales of firearms
5. A. The Ford Foundation
6. D. A sharp decline in home
entertaining
7. False
8. False
9. C. Visited Pope Paul VI
10. Tony Lema

*

Applications are now available
in the Gymnasium for the American
Red Cross 1967 National Aquatic
and Small Crafts Schools.

SPORTS QUIZ
1. What graduated BSC baseball
player holds the seasonal or all
time record for:
most innings
pitched in a season, most strikeouts in a season, second best won
and lost record, and second best
batting average.
What are the
records?
2. What active baseball player
holds the BSC record for most stolen bases? How many?
3. Since 1951 Bridgewater has
beaten
?
12 times and lost 3,
and beaten
?
10 times and lost

7.

4. What year and what record:
BSC's worstwon,lostrecord? BSC's

1:30
3:00
3:00
3:00
3:00
3:00
3:00
3:00
3:00

p.rn.
p.rn.
P.rn.
p,m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.rn.

Second Game
"Hank" Comier, a Bridgewater-Raynham graduate, was BSC's starting
pitcher for the second game. The Bears pushed a run across in the first
and in the second, a two-out single by Dalzell, a walk to Taylor, and an
Albie Petitpas double gave Cormier a 3-1 lead to work on. Fitchburg tied
the game with single runs in the third and fifth, and then unleashed in the
seventh with a single, a double and triple prodUCing 2 runs and handing
Cormier and Bridgewater State a 5-3 defeat.
In the two games BSC mustered 12 hits. Of those, Dziergowski, Dalzell,
Petitpas, and Stella had 9, Dziergowski went to the plate and got 2 hits,
while Dalzell went 3 for 8, Petitpas 2 for 6, and Stella 2 for 5.
First Game
BSC
FS

0
2

0

0

0
2

R H E

0

1

1

0

0
0

0
1

1
6
R

H E

0
0

0

3

2

5

6
7

Second Game
BSC
FS

2

1

1

0

0
1

o

0

0

1

6
7

2

2

1

1

Ward Fills the Void
by Chris Brady
Oliver Ames graduate, Don Ward looked as thoughhe owned Lowell State,
and BSC looked as though they were taking batting practice as the Bears
devastated Lowell State, on Tuesday, April 25, winning 15-0.
Bridgewater State built a 1-0 lead into a 5-0 lead with 4 runs on successive doubles by Dziergowski, Dalzell, and Taylor along with a Single
by Capello. Five more runs were banged across the plate in the 4th and
6th innings each.
The other side of the story was all Don Ward. Combining a good curve
and live fast ball with pin point control enabled him to strike out 9, while
going the distance to pick up a 15-0 shut out. So far this season it seems
as though Ward will be Bridgewater's number one pitcher.
BSC
LS

0
0

1
0

4
0

5
0

0
0

5
0

0
0

15
0

Mike Paladino in action during Lowell Game,
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OUTI,...INE SERI ES - -

Rte. 106, Whitman Street
East Bridgewater, Mass.

(o\ortu\
Peanuts sweatshirts and dresses with
"Curse you Red Baron"
"Surfs uP" or Lucy -

"I don't care if I have any friends -just so I'm popular!'
and many others.

Also pillows, dolls, etc.

tt

Ivy & Monarch

,,' ;.

$.49 to $1.49

•t

,

"

Books, Magazines, Papers
Hallmark Cards
~

CENTRAL SQ. ATLANTIC
SERVICE STATION
Bridgewater
WAYNE C. PERKINS, PROP.

;

Dependable Service
General Repairs

Student Cooperative - - - - - - - - - -.....
Book Store

Four Seasons

A Barnes and Noble representative will be buying used books at
the end of May. Watch for the notices so that you will be aware of the
exact dates.
The Bookstore will be selling used texts in some catagories
starting in late July. The numbers we have to sell will, of course, be
influenced by the number the Barnes and Noble Company are able to
p\lrchase.

We will try the experiment of making used texts available

for one year.

If the student body seems to want this service, it will

be made a standard procedure.
We wish the Senior Class the best of luck as they leave Bridgewater.
Freshmen, Sophomores and Juniors - have a nice summer and

~O'Br
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by Chris Brody
The Bear's, after a postponement and aloss to RIC, traveled to Fitchburg
for a double header. In the first game Petkunas handled Fitchburg well
except for the right fielder Ferriera who banged out doubles in the first
and third accounting for four of the six Fitchburg runs. Two singles and
a fielders choice produced Bridgewater's sale run. The brightest pitching
spot in the first game was Don Ward who worked the last three innings in
relief, allowing only one run. Ron Dziergowski, freshman right fielder
from Bridgewater, collected two of BSC's six hits in four trips to the plate.

Broad St.

best won, lost record (SNEC Champions) ?
~961 -- L pUll 11 -lseg
8961 -- ~1 pUB v -- lS.IOi\'\. ''17
~8UO;) UTtl8uolS
tIoeL eeJo1na ·s
9961 -- 9t
OUIpt:H13 d e~lW 'g
"P.I'BSS'BH

Fitchburg Too Much For BSC

Answers For Current
Events Test

*

* * * * * * * * * *

matter which view you adhere to.
Birth control is a definite problem
and will grow as the population ofthe
world grows.
The people of all societies and
classes should have an understanding of the nature and workings of
birth control. This will not cause
any great moral decline, for any
person who would use these methods
for purely sexual satisfaction is
mor ally wrong and not the method
itself.
The use of these devices
will still rest with the individual and
will be his choice forever;
but
hopefully it will be an educated
chpice and not the choice of blind
faith, which some people follow, or
just lack of knowledge, The question
must be dealt with eventually and the
sooner the better for all concerned;
it cannot be hidden by edicts or laws
for they only breed confusion and
misunderstanding. I feel most people are capable of deciding for themselves if given the opportunity.

powered Bridgewater to a 7-3 home
win over Rhode Island College.
After a shakY start in the first
inning, when RIC got two runs,
Petkunas settled down allowing only
one run over the next seven innings,
and striking out 12.
BSC tied the game in the second
with two runs on a Single by Broni
Baranowski, a walk to Mike Palladino, and a double by Ron Dziergowski. In the fifth Bridgewater put
the game out of reach. Baranowski
walked, Petkunas helped his own
cause with a single, and Palladino
filled the bases with a walk. The
RIC pitcher wild-pitched in one run,
and a throwing error resulted in
two more runs. The Bear's ended
their scoring with two more runs
in the eighth.
BSC returns home for a double
header against New Haven on Saturday afternoon, May 6.

# Saturday, May 6
New Haven (2)
# Tuesday, May 9
at Southeastern Mass. Tech.
* Wednesday, May 10
Boston State
Friday, May 12
at Lowell State
* Saturday, May 13
at Plymouth, N.H., State
* Wednesday, May 17
Salem State
Thursday, May 18
Stonehill
Friday, May 19
at Stonehill
Wednesday, May 24
Willimantic, Conn., State (2)
* New England State College Athletic Conference
# Southern New England Conference

The Aquabrytes have recentlyassumed editorship of SYNCHRO
SCOOP, the national news letter for
the Association of Synchronized
Swimming for College Women.

Birth Control: A hushed Problem
(Continued from Page 2, Col. 3)

A five run fifth inning and a three
run pitching job by Joe Petkunas

BASEBALL SCHEDULE

* * * * * * * * * *

* * * * * * * * * *

by Karl Crowell

by Karl Crowell

FATHER AND SON BANQUET

Jim Accomando
David Blowers
Dougl as Bromley
Richard F. Copello
Andrew Ferris
Bob Gill
Larry Kelleher
Scott Kiley
Kenneth Kirwin
Joe Kublicki
Dave Marshall
Larry Melcher

Bears Win
Second Straight

May 3. 1967

we will see you in the fall.

FEATURED IN LIFE MAGAZINE

